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Abstract: The paper suggests a framework for attack modeling and security evaluation in Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems applicable for future systems of the Internet of Things. It is supposed that the common approach to attack modeling and security evaluation is based on modeling of a malefactor’s behavior, generating a common attack graph, calculating different security metrics and providing risk analysis procedures. Key elements of suggested architectural solutions for attack modeling and security evaluation are using a comprehensive security repository, effective attack graph (tree) generation techniques, taking into account known and new attacks based on zero-day vulnerabilities, stochastic analytical modeling, and interactive decision support to choose preferred security solutions. The architecture of the Attack Modeling and Security Evaluation Component (AMSEC) is proposed, its interaction with other SIEM components is described. We present the prototype of the component, the results of experiments carried out, and comparison of suggested attack modeling and security evaluation solutions with existing ones.
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1. Introduction

There are many different reasons for security violations occurring in computer networks: security policy errors, vulnerabilities, incorrect configurations, etc. Malefactors can use different vulnerabilities and bottlenecks of network configuration and security policy and perform different penetration strategies. These strategies are directed to different network resources and include various assault actions chains. Malefactors can step-by-step compromise network hosts and realize different security threats.

Therefore, in SIEM systems the security administrator should check whether network configuration parameters and security procedures provide the necessary security level. Moreover, at exploitation stage, current security events and alerts should be taken into account, the configuration of computer networks can be changed, new vulnerabilities can be discovered, new attack exploits can be developed, new services can be added, and it is necessary continually to perform network monitoring, analyze available vulnerabilities and evaluate security level.

The complexity of computer network security management causes the necessity to develop powerful automated security analysis components which can be important subsystems of Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems [16, 36]. These components should allow finding and correcting errors in the network configuration, reveal possible assault actions for different security threats, determine critical network resources and choose an effective security policy and security mechanisms appropriate to current threats.

The paper considers attack modeling security evaluation processes, intended to be implemented for the security analysis in SIEM systems. We suggest an approach based on the following main...
procedures:
- usage of comprehensive internal security repository and open security databases;
- generation of attack trees considering service dependency graphs and zero-day vulnerabilities;
- application of anytime algorithms to provide near real-time attack modeling;
- usage of attack graphs to predict possible malefactor’s actions;
- calculation of a multitude of security metrics, attack and response impacts;
- interactive decision support to select the security solutions.

The main difference of the offered approach from the already suggested ones is the integration of these functionalities in one component to achieve better results in near real time effective attack modeling and security evaluation. The approach novelty consists also in the way of modeling attacks (we use a multi-level model of attack scenarios based on known and unknown (zero day) vulnerabilities) and applying constructed attack graphs and service dependencies to determine a family of security metrics and comprehensive evaluation of security properties.

The paper discusses the architectural solution of the proposed Attack Modeling and Security Evaluation Component (AMSEC) as one of the important SIEM subsystem and the techniques used to realize main AMSEC functionality. To illustrate these architecture and techniques we developed a software prototype and carried out experiments for different case-studies. The prototype architecture and the results of the experiments are presented. The comparison of suggested attack modeling and security evaluation solutions with existing ones is fulfilled.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work is reviewed. Section 3 discusses the AMSEC framework. In Section 4, the AMSEC implementation is described. Section 5 presents examples of experiments. Section 6 is a comparison with related systems. In conclusion the paper results are analyzed and insight into the future research is provided.

2. Related Work

There are a lot of papers, which consider different approaches to attack modeling and security evaluation taking into account various classes of attacks. We analyze briefly current state-of-the-art in representation of attack scenarios and malefactors, generation of attack graphs, determining security metrics, combining service dependency graphs with attack graphs, and representing zero day attacks.

In [1] [15] [26] attacks are described and modeled in a structured and reusable tree-based form. In [26] a high-level conceptual model of attack based on the intruder’s intent (attack strategy) is presented. The paper determines intrusion intention as the goal-tree. The ultimate goal of intrusion corresponds to the root node. Lower level nodes represent alternatives or ordered sub-goals in achieving the upper node/goal. The logical constructs are used for representation of temporal sequences of intrusion intentions. The comprehensive work using the so-called tree-based approach is proposed in [1]. This paper describes means for documenting attacks in a form of attack trees.

One of the most important problems in security analysis is the malefactors’ classification and model construction. In [36] the task of modeling and simulation of intelligent, reactive attackers is described. The suggested computer network attack model uses an action representation based on the GOLOG situation calculus [11] and goal-directed procedure invocation. Goldman has designed components of a stochastic attack simulator which can simulate some goal-directed attacks on a network.

Different approaches, which use attack graphs and trees for security analysis, have been suggested. S. Hariri et al. [38] calculate global metrics to analyze and proactively manage the effects of complex network faults and attacks. S. Noel, S. Jajodia et al. [21] [39] propose a technique based on determining the minimum-cost network hardening via exploit dependency graphs.


R. Lippmann and K. Ingols [33] propose to use attack graphs to detect firewall configuration defects and host critical vulnerabilities. Later this approach was extended by taking into modern
network attacks threats (zero-day exploits and client-side attacks) and countermeasures (intrusion prevention systems, personal firewalls, and host-based vulnerability scanners) [17].

J. Ryan and D. Ryan [16] suggest calculating metrics based on failure-time analysis. L. Wang, S. Jajodia et al. [22] [20] propose to calculate attack resistance metrics based on probabilistic scores by combining CVSS scores [7]. N. Kheir et al. [30] suggest an implementation of confidentiality, integrity and availability metrics using the notion of privilege, which is inspired by access permissions within access control policies.

There is a new trend of research in attack modeling, which is to combine attack graph models and service dependency models. In their essence, attack graphs represent possible attacker actions in the light of current system configuration. Meanwhile, they do not represent service dependencies and their underlying connection requirements. N. Kheir et al. [29] propose to extend the use of CVSS metrics in the context of intrusion response, by supplying this metric with dynamic information about system configuration and service dependencies structured within dependency graphs. The dependency graph is further used to evaluate the overall impact of an attack, thus replacing the informal environmental parameters in the CVSS vector. Nonetheless, the problem with this approach is that it does not provide clear evidence on how to interface service dependency graphs with attack graph models.

The analysis of network security against unknown zero day attacks is also a relatively new topic of research. Zero day attacks can be defined as attacks which use unknown vulnerabilities.

E. Bursztein [10] extends the security analysis approach, based on game theory, by taking into account zero day exploits. L. Williams [23] presents a practical realization of the approach to calculate the possible number of zero day vulnerabilities. M. McQueen et al. [25] attempt to evaluate the total number of possible zero day vulnerabilities for one day. K. Ingols et al. [17] suggest ordering different applications by the seriousness of consequences of having a single zero day vulnerability. L. Wang et al. [20] propose a security metric called k-zero day safety. It is based on how many unknown vulnerabilities are required to compromise a network asset, regardless of the type of vulnerabilities.

3. Main Framework

According to the analysis of state-of-the-art in attack modeling we selected the following key elements to be included in the architectural solution of the AMSEC as part of the SIEM system (Figure 1):

(i) Comprehensive security data repository;
(ii) Effective attack tree and service dependencies generation techniques based on the TVA (Topological Vulnerability Analysis) approach which enumerates potential sequences of exploits of known vulnerabilities to build attack graphs;

![Figure 1. Attack Modeling and Security Evaluation Framework.](image-url)
(iii) Attack graph generation considering both known and zero-day vulnerabilities;
(iv) Usage of anytime algorithms for near-real time attack sub-graph (re)generation and analytical modeling;
(v) Stochastic analytical modeling;
(vi) Combined usage of attack graphs and service dependency graphs;
(vii) Security metric calculation, including attack impact, response efficiency, response collateral damages, attack potentiality, attacker skill level assessment, common security level, etc.;
(viii) Interactive decision support to select the solutions on security measures/tools by defining their preferences regarding different types of requirements (risks, costs, benefits) and setting trade-offs between high-level security objectives.

To bind the key elements we developed the following generalized architecture of AMSEC (Figure 2).

![Generalized architecture of the AMSEC.](image)

The lines in Figure 2 reflect the links between the AMSEC’s modules and other SIEM components (Correlation Engine, Security Event Modeler, Predictive Security Analyzer, Decision Support and Reaction System).

Figure 3 illustrates the main data flows in AMSEC and its input and output data. We suppose that the AMSEC can function in two modes: (1) configuration (or design) and (2) exploitation.

In the first mode the AMSEC operates in non real-time with the model of analyzed computer network (system) based on design specifications of computer network configuration and security policy, producing the list of weak network places, possible zero-day vulnerabilities, generating the set of attack trees.

The exploitation mode is a real-time or near real-time one, in this mode the AMSEC adjusts existing attack trees and malefactor model, predicts malefactor’s actions and generate countermeasures.
The brief descriptions of the AMSEC’s modules and their functions are given below.

**Network interface** supports interaction with the external environment (sending requests to external databases and communicating with data sources).

**Interactive decision support module** provides the user (decision maker) with the ability to select the solutions on countermeasures by defining their preferences regarding different types of requirements and setting trade-offs between objects. Decision support can include three phases: setting feasible security solutions (security measures/tools); identification of efficient (Pareto-optimal) security solutions; selection (generation) of the final solution.

**Generator of system and security policy specification** converts the information about network configuration and security policy received from the data collection and correlation components or the user into internal representation. It is supposed, that at the design stage, this information is specified on special System Description Language and Security Policy Language. Used specifications of the analyzed network (system) and the security policy should describe network components with the necessary degree of detail; for example, the used software should be set in the form of names and versions.

**Data repository updater** downloads the open databases of vulnerabilities, attacks, configuration, weaknesses, platforms, countermeasures, etc., for example, National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [32], Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) [5], Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) [3], Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) [4], and then translates them into the AMSEC security data repository.

**Reports generator** shows vulnerabilities detected by the AMSEC, represents “weak” places (hosts or applications responsible for majority of attacks), generates recommendations on strengthening the security level, etc.

**Security repository** is a hybrid (relational, XML-based and triplet-based) data storage which contains information necessary for attack graph generation and analysis. We suggest to use a set of MSM (Making Security Measurable) related standards [28] or other related standards for the common
enumeration, expression and reporting of cyber-security-related information as the basis for the design of the common security repository.

The input data for security repository consist of two types of data:

1. data obtained from external sources in the Internet (vulnerabilities, weaknesses, and attack patterns [3] [5] [7] [8]), and
2. data obtained by analyzing the network (system) and generated by scanning tools and users.

The second type of the input data consists of the network events and alerts generated by data collection and correlation components, malefactor’s model, network configuration, hosts’ platform, service dependencies, possible countermeasures, security requirements, policies and configuration.

The output data are obtained from the AMSEC in the result of modeling and simulation: attack graphs, security and impact metrics, selected countermeasures, and elements of the tested network, breaking of which leads to the greatest damage (weak places).

Malefactor Modeler is responsible for malefactor modeling and is used on both design and exploitation stage of the AMSEC operation. On the first phase it is used to build the set of all possible attack graphs using preset characteristics of malefactor (the malefactor profile) which are determined by the user. Later on the second phase it allows predicting the possible characteristics of the malefactor according to the actions fulfilled.

The malefactor’s actions are mapped to the previously generated set of attack graphs and thus it is possible to predict his/her next actions in real time mode. Besides the information about attacker’s actions is used to re-evaluate dynamically his/her characteristics (skills, initial set of access permissions, etc.) that helps to define more precisely the attacker’s strategy. Thus, assessing malefactor’s characteristics enables to adapt the severity of an attack with the attacker profile. Malefactor’s skill level could assist, among other metrics, the response decision support (such as allowing a more severe response in case of a highly skilled attacker).

Attack Graph Generator is responsible for attack graph building. The TVA is used to generate attack graph. This technique is based on enumeration of potential sequences of attack actions (using exploits of known and zero-day vulnerabilities). Two types the analysis are implemented – backward and forward, depending on the place of search initialization (from final or initial nodes) [33] [18].

Attack Graph Generator operates in conjunction with Manager of Service Dependencies and Generator of Attack Graph Based on Zero-day Vulnerabilities to obtain more precise results in attack modeling.

To get more precise information about intrusion impact and response impact propagation, the service dependencies graph is used. This solution allows assessing the impact propagation for the intrusion and response on the basis of CVSS [7] and a set of quantitative metrics [29] [30]. We expand the common model for attack/defense analysis by adding a new object “Service” with specific properties that describe trust relationships between network objects. Thus the additional service layer is defined.

The algorithm of attack graph generation, developed earlier [12] – [14], was changed according to the modifications in the attack model. We added an additional component – Manager of Service Dependencies which operates with service dependencies. For every atomic attack (each step in the attack graph) this component creates an additional service dependency graph.

The usage of service dependency graphs [29] [30] makes it possible to exclude information about attack impacts from the attack graph and to use the dependency graph in order to simulate impacts and obtain a dynamic evaluation of an attack impact.

In the approach suggested the zero-day vulnerabilities are also taken into account to generate attack graphs. To do this the approach suggested in [17] is modified by adding additional characteristics which define the probability of existence of the zero day vulnerabilities.

The main idea is to automate the process of selection of hosts which are likely to have zero day vulnerabilities (instead of manual search). Generator of Attack Graph Based on Zero-day Vulnerabilities includes two sub-components – Zero-day Existence Analyzer and Graph Generator.

The set of vulnerable hosts/applications serves as an input for the Graph Generator that outputs the attack graph. In addition to the attack graph generator, based on the approach of [17], a similar approach suggested in [37] is considered. In this model-based approach the resilience of an
information infrastructure against attacks to unknown (zero-day) vulnerabilities is analyzed by determination of a new generic vulnerability for each installed product.

Security Evaluator is responsible for qualitative and quantitative assessment of the system security. For qualitative express assessment of the network security, several approaches, which are based on different security metrics, risk analysis and security evaluation techniques, are used.

4. Implementation

By now a prototype of the AMSEC, which can generate possible attack trees for a predefined network and evaluate the network security level, was implemented. It contains three basic components: VDBUpdater, Network Constructor and Security Level Evaluator. Additionally the prototype includes the MySQL database as a common repository.

VDBUpdater allows updating the internal database of known vulnerabilities, using information obtained from National Vulnerability Database [32]. It consists of two components: the component intended to preload the XML representation of the NVD database and the repository updater which loads XML representation of the NVD database to the local or remote database.

Network Constructor aims to create and modify network models. It includes Generator of system and security policy specification (allows users creating models of tested computer networks) and Data controller (checks selected software and hardware to match NVD dictionary). Using Network Constructor, users can perform the following tasks:

- viewing in graphical form (as a graph) the network structure;
- setting and modifying the network metadata (name, date and time of creation, etc.);
- creating, modifying and deleting network elements (workstations, switches, etc.);
- setting and modifying the metadata of network elements (name, location, level of criticality, etc.);
- creating and deleting links between network elements.

Security Level Evaluator generates attack graphs, makes topological vulnerability analysis, enumerates potential sequences of exploits of known vulnerabilities and evaluates the security level of the network. It consists of the following components:

- the common attack graph generator;
- the security evaluator, which determines security status;
- the report generator, which generates reports consisting of a list of operations performed by the attacker as well as a list of detected vulnerabilities and security metrics.

Security Level Evaluator allows users viewing the specification of the tested computer network, the attacker knowledge about the tested network, the attack graph, the event log, including all actions preformed by attacker, all detected vulnerabilities and the results of calculating the particular security metrics and the common security level of the tested network. Inputs of this component are the network data in predefined format, database of current vulnerabilities, and host(s) where malefactor is situated. Output is an attacks tree and security metrics calculated.

The technique which is implemented in the AMSEC can be separated on two main stages:

1. Gathering information and forming the initial data models;
2. Attack graph building and security evaluation - building a tree of potential attacks and calculating the security metrics characterizing the analyzed network.

Information gathering phase (the first stage) includes the following sub-stages:

1. preparation of the initial data (for network scanners and other analysis tools);
2. gathering the information from external sources;
3. forming of the models specifying the analyzed network and potential malefactors.

Attack graph building and security evaluation phase (the second stage) can also be separated on the sub-stages:

1. forming the potential attacks trees based on the data collected on the first stage;
2. analyzing the attack trees and calculating the security metrics (security levels of hosts and overall network, vulnerabilities of the network, the most dangerous vulnerability, etc.);
3. forming the report.
The scheme, formalizing the technique implemented in the AMSEC, is shown in Figure 4. It includes three columns, where the actions and procedures of the user (operator), the AMSEC and additional components are specified.

Figure 4. Block scheme of the technique implemented in the AMSEC.
Let us consider the attack tree building algorithm in more detail.

The algorithm of generating the common attack graph is based on the attack scenarios model suggested. It is intended to create an attack graph which describes the possible routes of attack actions in the view of malefactor’s initial position, skill level, network configuration and used security policy.

The algorithm of generating the common attack graph is based on realization of the following action sequence:

(i) actions which are intended for malefactor’s movement from one host onto another;
(ii) reconnaissance actions for detection of “live” hosts;
(iii) reconnaissance scenarios for detected hosts;
(iv) attack actions based on vulnerabilities and auxiliary actions.

All objects of attack graph are divided into two groups:
(i) base objects and
(ii) combined objects.

Base objects define the graph vertexes. They are linked to each other by edges for forming different sequences of malefactor’s actions.

Combined objects are built on the basis of linking the elementary objects by arcs. Objects of types “host” and “attack action” are base (elementary) objects. Set of objects “hosts” includes all hosts discovered and attacked by malefactors. Set of objects “attack action” contains all distinguishable actions of malefactors. All attack actions are divided into the following classes:
(i) Reconnaissance actions;
(ii) Preparatory actions (within the limits of malefactor’s privileges). These actions are used for creation of conditions needed to realize other attack actions;
(iii) Actions to gain the privileges of local user and of administrator;
(iv) Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability violation.

Objects of types “route”, “threat” and “graph” are combined objects. Route is a collection of linked vertexes of general attack graph (hosts and attack actions), first of which represents a host (initial malefactor’s position) and last has no outgoing arcs. Threat is a set of various attack routes having identical initial and final vertexes. We classify threats as follows:
(i) Primary threats – threats of confidentiality, integrity and availability violation;
(ii) Additional threats – threats of gaining information about host or network, gaining privileges of local user and administrator.

Graph is integration of all threats.

The approach of qualitative express assessment of network security level uses the following metrics as basic ones:
- \( \text{Criticality}(h) \) – criticality level of the host \( h \);
- \( \text{Severity}(a) \) – criticality level of the attack action \( a \);
- \( \text{Mortality}(a,h) \) – damage level caused by the attack action, taking into account the criticality level of the host;
- \( \text{Mortality}(S) \) and \( \text{Mortality}(T) \) – damage level of the route \( S \) and the threat \( T \);
- \( \text{AccessComplexity}(a), \text{AccessComplexity}(S), \text{AccessComplexity}(T) \) – “access complexity” of the attack action \( a \), the route \( S \) and the threat \( T \);
- \( \text{Realization}(T) \) – admissibility of the threat realization;
- \( \text{RiskLevel}(T) \) – risk level of the threat \( T \);
- \( \text{SecurityLevel} \) – general security level of the computer network.

The data scheme, which is used for the AMSEC, contains a set of the tables: network, host, objectProperty, objectPropertyType, etc. (Figure 5). The data on the analyzed network and the analysis results are stored in these tables.
Figure 5. AMSEC storage data scheme.

The table **Network** is for storage of the list of analyzed networks. It contains name of the network, network description and the references to objects from the table **System**, which is intended for common description of analyzed system. The table **System** can contain more complicated specification which includes the description of the business process (this table enables integration with other SIEM components).

The table **host** includes the list of host descriptions.

The table **objectProperty** allows storing the properties of hosts and networks.

The table **objectPropertyType** is a directory of the properties’ names and types for table **objectProperty**.

The field `refTableName` can store the name of additional directory table, and the field `value` of the table **objectProperty** contains the identifier of the record from external directory. It is used, for instance, to store the vulnerability list. The additional data scheme for vulnerabilities was created to store NVD database [32]. The table “CVE_List” is the root table which contains all vulnerability identifiers. To make a references between hosts and vulnerabilities, the new property (id=19, name=”Vulnerability”, refTableName=”CVE_List”) was created in **objectPropertyType**. Thus, it is possible to add new records to the table **objectProperty** with the type identifier equal to 19, and with the vulnerability record id from the table “CVE_List” in the field `value`.

The data schema contains also the tables **metric**, **metricType**, **event**, **fieldType**, **dataType**, **eventType**, **sourceType**. The table **metric** includes various security metrics that are calculated by the AMSEC during attack graph analysis. The table **MetricType** is a directory table for the metric types. The tables **event** and **eventType** store the alerts generated by the AMSEC.

Thus, the presented data schema allows storing all information for attack graph building and analysis and to make interaction between the AMSEC and other components of the SIEM system.

5. Experiments

A set of experiments with the AMSEC prototype was conducted. The prototype makes use of scenarios “Critical Infrastructure Process Control (Dam)” and “Managed Enterprise Service Infrastructures” [27]. In the paper the results of security analysis of the dam infrastructure are presented.

The features of the dam infrastructures are strictly related to the aims they are conceived for; mostly dams are used for water supplying, hydroelectric power generation, irrigation, water activities...
and wildlife habitat granting. In the case study “Critical Infrastructure Process Control (Dam)” the reference system architecture involves typical SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) components. We can identify three main groups of components in this system: control devices, input/output (I/O) devices and a SCADA gateway. Thus, we outline the following network elements necessary for attack modeling: sensors; network hardware (firewall, router, etc.); computers with installed software (web-server, application servers, database servers, users’ computers); links between the network elements (wired, wireless).

Obviously the security of the dam depends primarily on integrity and authenticity of the data received from sensors. That’s why the most misuse cases are associated with compromise of the sensors. Also the malefactor can try to block the dam control commands, fulfill hazardous water release operations and misuse visualization stations. To accommodate all possible attacks let us outlined the following types of malefactors by their physical location: on the dam territory – Malefactor 1; on the territory of the control station – Malefactor 2; outside of the controlled network (access via the Internet) – Malefactor 3.

Figure 6 illustrates the topology of the tested network and possible attacker’s location. Dashed lines separate different groups of computers: External network, Visualization station, Internal network and Control station. Figure 6 shows different control devices (RTU1, RTU2, RTU3 designate Remote Terminal Units, MCU – Monitoring and Control Unit), a gateway, a firewall and computers.

![Figure 6. Dam network topology and attacker’s locations.](image)

Let us consider the experiments where the Malefactor 3, i.e. the malefactor located outside the controlled network, is chosen as the initiator of attacks. Thus, the initial position of the malefactor is one of the computers in the Visualization Users group, where he/she has unlimited rights. Since the malefactor is an external user for the controlled network, then he/she has no rights in the network.

To make clearer the illustration of the AMSEC prototype possibilities, a case with the following software for network hosts is considered: operating system (OS) Windows Server 2003 is installed on all hosts, DBMS MySQL 5.0 is installed on the host Database2, Apache HTTP Server 1.3.6 is installed on the host Visualization Web Server.
After constructing the attack graph, the AMSEC provides the following information: the malefactor knowledge after all possible attacks, the attack tree in the graphic form and the log of the malefactor’s actions.

Figure 7 illustrates different attacks traces that attacker can perform in the tested network.

The attacker, carrying out attack actions, is located in the centre of the spherical representation. The other icons are as follows: “A” – an attack action, “S” – a scenario which does not use vulnerabilities (for example, host discovery (PING)), “V” – an attack action which exploits some vulnerability.

According to the attack graph the chain of malefactor’s actions and their results are as follows:

1. Detection of nodes connected with the initial malefactor host. Visualization Web Server host is detected.
2. Detection of the software installed on the Visualization Web Server host. Windows Server 2003 is detected.
(4) Detection of the nodes connected with the Visualization Web Server. Application Server host is detected, etc.

According to the suggested metrics the security level of the tested network is evaluated. For each node the criticality level is determined, for example for the nodes “Visualization Users” and “Application Server” it is LOW while for the node “Firewall” it is HIGH.

For each attacker’s action and each possible attack route the security metrics Access Complexity (AC) and Mortality (M) are calculated.

Let us present the values of these metrics computed for the route “Visualization Users - Firewall”. To gain access to the Firewall the attacker needs to fulfill the following actions: ping Visualization Web Server (M:LOW; AC:LOW) → detect OS Visualization Web Server (M:LOW; AC:LOW) → use CVE-2007-0214 Visualization Web Server (M:MEDIUM; AC:MEDIUM) → ping Application Server2 (M:LOW; AC:LOW) → detect OS Application Server2 (M:LOW; AC:LOW) → use CVE-2007-0214 Application Server2 (M:MEDIUM; AC:MEDIUM) → ping Firewall (M:LOW; AC:LOW) → determine OS Firewall (M:LOW; AC:LOW).

Thus, the Route parameters Access Complexity and Mortality equal LOW. These metrics form the basis for the general network level evaluation. In this use case the Security Level is ORANGE, what means that countermeasures need to be implemented.

Figure 8 depicts a fragment of the log of the malefactors’ actions.
This log shows that the malefactor starts to perform attack actions from the host “Visualization Users”. This host is a starting point because the malefactor has all privileges in the host according to the specified malefactor model. The selected malefactor is external for the network, and he/she can connect only to the “Visualization Web Server”.

Firstly the malefactor gathers the information about the host “Visualization Web Server” and performs attack actions without any privileges on this host.

After several attack actions the malefactor obtains the remote and local users privileges and continues the information gathering.

The final step of the malefactor on this host is to obtain administrators privileges. Then the malefactor scans for accessible hosts and starts new attack actions for a new host. The log shows all attack actions for “Visualization Web Server” and discovering the next host “Application Server2”.

Figure 9 shows a fragment of the security evaluation report.

There are 9 hosts in the attack graph. For these hosts eight different successful attack actions were discovered and modeled. The attack graph contains 156 different attack routes. These routes contain 24 security violations (confidentiality, integrity and availability) for different host.

The weak place in the analyzed network for the selected malefactor model is the host “Visualization Web Server” – all 156 routes passed through it. The integrated security level of the network was evaluated as “Orange”.

The main recommendation for the system administrator is to increase the protection of the host “Visualization Web Server”.
6. Comparison of the AMSEC with Related Systems

In this section, several related systems of different classes, which can fulfill security analysis functions, are analyzed - OpenSKE [24], COMNET III [2] and OPNET [34], Amenaza SecurITree [40], Nessus [31] and Symantec ESM [41]. There are other related systems, but they have similar disadvantages which have been overcome in the AMSEC solutions.

The OpenSKE (Open Security Knowledge Engineered) [24] is an example of the security analysis system which is based on expert system technology. The OpenSKE uses a number of external sources (such as CVE, CPE, OVAL (Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language), CWE (Common Weakness Enumeration), and CAPEC) to create the initial knowledge base. New knowledge is inferred from the existing knowledge by using a set of “if-then” rules. As input the OpenSKE takes information about the system (list of all hosts with user accounts, assets, applications, etc.) and the vulnerabilities (found by security scanner OVAL). The results of the analysis are a list of weaknesses (described by CWE), a list of applicable attack patterns (CAPEC patterns) and a list of compromised assets. The main disadvantage of this system is in the absence of attack graph analysis for specific malefactor. This approach is equivalent to express analysis implemented in the AMSEC, when the security level is calculated without taking into account the network topology. Thus, the accuracy and completeness in detection of potential vulnerabilities and in analyzing attacks is lower.

Stochastic discrete event simulation systems like COMNET III [2] and OPNET [34] allow creating the detailed model of computer networks taking into account the network technologies Frame Relay, TCP/IP, client-server architecture, etc. The results of simulation are the evaluation of network protection against a variety of attacks including resource depletion. During the evaluation, these systems take into account the information about all applications and hosts sending or receiving network traffic. Disadvantage of these systems is the high resources needed for development. Detailed simulation of the network activity of all services and hosts requires a long time and, therefore, the use of such systems for security analysis is very complicated. In addition, after the changes of network topology and services, it is necessary to fulfill repeated simulation. Thus, taking into account the requirements of operative near real time security analysis, these systems are worse than the AMSEC by efficiency and resource consumption parameters.

Amenaza SecurITree [40] is an example of commercial software which uses attack trees for security analysis. This tool is designed for attack tree building and analyzing, it has a friendly interface and very detailed documentation. The disadvantage of this system in comparison with the AMSEC is the lack of possibility to investigate specific malefactors with his/her capabilities and goals.

Nessus security scanner [31] interacts with the real network and during the scanning cannot penetrate internal network from the external network, if some security system is installed. That is why it usually recognizes only a small number of vulnerabilities. The approach based on malefactor modeling and attack graphs analysis, implemented in the AMSEC, allows detecting all currently known vulnerabilities in the network, regardless of the original location of the malefactor.

In contrast to Nessus, Symantec ESM [41] is a host based scanner, and it is able to detect vulnerabilities on all hosts that have its software module installed. The weak point of this system is the lack of modules for not popular OS. Thus, if one of these operating systems is installed in the analyzed network, Symantec ESM will recognize fewer amounts of vulnerabilities. Unlike Symantec ESM, the AMSEC can use a set of heterogeneous data sources (including Nessus and Symantec ESM). In this way, the amount of recognized vulnerabilities will be much higher.

Let us single out main characteristics which allow comparing the AMSEC solutions with existing systems. All systems considered above allow evaluating the security level of computer networks. These security levels are represented by a set of security metrics, and it is a very complicated task to compare these heterogeneous metrics.

It is supposed that the quality of evaluation depends on completeness of input data for analysis. The following basic groups of input data were chosen:

(1) investigated network parameters;
(2) security system parameters;
(3) malefactor parameters;
(4) parameters of possible attacks.

Information concerning the analyzed network includes data on hosts and topology. Hosts’ information can have different level of detail - from minimal (just IP address) to maximal (specification of all services for all operating systems).

Security system description in this analysis is limited by filtering and authentication parameters. These parameters enable us to model attack restrictions.

Malefactor parameters contain the access points, where the malefactor starts the attack actions, the level of knowledge about the investigated system, which allows the malefactor to skip some information gathering steps, and the level of knowledge about possible attack actions and known vulnerabilities.

Specification of existing vulnerabilities and attack actions can be downloaded from the Internet. This functionality is also an important factor for comparison of these systems.

The qualitative comparison of the AMSEC with related systems is shown in Table 1.

The following designations are used in the table: “+” means that the system fully supports this kind of input data; “-” – the support is absent; “+/−” – the system can use the data with some limitation or such functionality requires a lot of additional implementation work. For instance, COMNET III does not support many of existing services, but its architecture allows to implement services with required precision (by developing additional software code). Concerning the security system parameters, both COMNET III and SecurITree allow taking into account a wide variety of authentication mechanisms, but their support also requires additional implementation. Nessus, in turn, can detect security mechanisms by direct and indirect features, but it cannot model the security system parameters which do not exist in the current network.

Table 1. Comparison of the AMSEC with related systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>AMSEC</th>
<th>OpenSKE</th>
<th>COMNET III</th>
<th>SecurITree</th>
<th>Nessus</th>
<th>Symantec ESM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investigated network parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routers</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various OS</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various services</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network topology</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security system parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtering</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malefactor parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Points of access</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial knowledge about network</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge level</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability database updating</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack patterns updating</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusion

In the paper we presented our approach to the attack modeling and security evaluation. It has following peculiarities:
(i) Usage of integrated family of different models based on expert knowledge, including malefactor’s models, multilevel models of attack scenarios, building attack graph, specifying service dependencies, security metrics evaluation;

(ii) Taking into account diversity of malefactor’s positions, intentions and experience levels;

(iii) Usage (during construction of common attack graph) the parameters of computer network configuration, the rules of security policy, fixed events and alerts; possibility of estimating the influence of configuration and policy data on the security level;

(iv) Taking into account not only attack actions which use known vulnerabilities, but zero days attacks and traditional actions of legitimate users and reconnaissance actions;

(v) Possibility of investigating various threats for different network resources;

(vi) Possibility of detection of bottlenecks – weak places (hosts and applications responsible for the most serious attack actions, routes and threats);

(vii) Interactive decision support to select the solutions on security measures/tools by defining their preferences regarding different types of requirements (risks, costs, benefits) and setting trade-offs between high-level security objectives; possibility of querying the system in the “what-if” way, for example, how the general security level will change if the certain parameter of security policy is changed;

(viii) Usage of updated databases, for example, NVD, CVE, CAPEC, CPE, CCE. Usage of CVSS and qualitative techniques of risk analysis.

The implemented prototype of the AMSEC was also described. It can generate an attack tree and calculate security metrics for a predefined network. A simple experiment for critical infrastructure process control on an example of the dam was considered. Several existing approaches for attack modeling and security evaluation were outlined, and the advantages of the solutions implemented in the AMSEC were presented.

The suggested approach allows us to achieve more accurate evaluation of network security in contrast to other particular approaches. The usage of the near real time algorithms also enables to get the results faster than existing approaches if it is needed, on the other hand fast results could have less precision.

The future steps of the research will be devoted to detailed elaboration of all AMSEC components. One of the important research issues is development of techniques which can cope with large networks, such as those in enterprise infrastructure. Also it is planned to optimize the generation of attack trees through the use of the ontology based repository, to expand the list of parameters, characterizing the hosts and the network, to improve the malefactor model, and to add currently unrealized components.
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